
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



KELOWNA 
 ϿϾ 

 Amazing! Breast is best! BFeed on! 

 Encourage – Educate and do! 

 Awesome! 

 Wonderfully showcased art. Tasteful images and encouraging words were great to see  

 Excellent. Beautiful art and expressions 

 Breastfeeding is GLOBAL 

 This is amazing work 

 LLL leader visiting from Victoria – what a happy coincidence to find this! Awesome! 

 Fabulous – original and educational. Well done!!! 

 A-maze-ing! Thank you  

 Suck it up! 

 Women’s bodies are incredible 

 Ew ew people 

 Breasties ϿϾ 

 No! 

 Boobs are us ϿϾ 

 Drawing of animals 

 Drawing of a steering wheel that looks like a breast 

 A dude can take out his tittys on a hot day and no one bats an eye; a mother takes out her breast to 

SUSTAIN A BABIES LIFE and that’s considered indecent? Grow up 

 Agreed ↑ 

 Never give up 

 Boobs ya 

 I  boobies! 

 Ok…  

 Boobs rule ϿϾ 

 Drawing of a man with a hat on 

 This is the first time I’ve seen so many diverse people together! 

 It’s the law! 

 Never give up!  

 Thanks for an awesome exhibit! 

 Very inspirational  

 Mommy I miss u! 

 For me… personally… puberty is so SCARY… from the baby to a child/teenager/woman to a mom… 

 Why? 

 Lovely feeling BF your own babies! Sad when they grow out of it 

 Love & Happiness 

 #freethenipple 

 Boobies 

 NO!  XO 

 ϿϾ 



 Lots of love 

  NO PLZ! 

 Ya girl got no boobs but still #respect 

 Yuck,  yuck  NO! 

 Thanks to my mom I am alive and healthy! 76 years 

 Such a beautiful act of love: I cannot wait until it’s my time to be a mother and nurture my child  

 Breast is best 

 Boobs are life! 

 Fantastic! Great works, great topic 

 I can’t wait to nourish my child from my body  #freethenipple 

 Love 

 Great  

 I’ve learnt so much! Thank you  

 OH MAN this is disgusting  

 If you see breastfeeding as something inherently sexual/scandalous I’m pretty sure you are the one 

that’s disgusting 

 Drawing of a person 

 B(.)(.)BS [with drops of milk drawn] 

  NO 

 Beautiful exhibit – breasts at work are beautiful, Laurie 

 Mah 

 Very interesting and inspiring. Thank you artists! 

 Natural! 

 Sorry dad, where’s ma? 

 What?? 

 (.)(.) = life  

 Okay  

 The creator is a genius – perhaps  

 Awesome! Well done!  

 Feed our future  

 Boobie milk is free! 

 I love you  

 Beautiful art!!  

 I love boobs [inside a silhouette of a topless woman] 

 Bringing my two teen daughters here is so great! 

 From age 28-40: Breastfed my four children! We are all so close!  

 

 
  

 



VERNON PUBLIC ART GALLERY 
 Thanks for this fabulous show. Let’s celebrate this wonderful intimacy 

 As a mother of a premature baby I wasn’t sure if we would be able to. I pumped for 3 months – she 

finally latched on. Thank goodness for lactation consultants 

 Great art display to help normalize breastfeeding. Great job artists! 

 This is really good! I’m so glad I got to be a part of it. 

 It’s ok if you choose not to. Better for both. However everyone CAN (very few exceptions – drugs) 

Don’t believe anyone. If you want to, you can 

 If you want to YOU CAN period. 9 year nurser (2 babes). They told me my boobs were too small. Call 

La Leche 

 I find it every inspiring and empowering to attend such an expo. I hope it will promote 

breastfeeding more! 

 Women must not be made to feel a failure if they are unable to breastfeed. 

 I agree  

 J’ai bien aime ma visite 

 Beautiful and natural – this brought back such special memories 

 I am a girl and I love this exhibit. Everyone worked so hard and I love how everybody worked so 

hard!  

 Very unique pieces expressing the triumphs and challenges of breastfeeding 

 Boobs are more than sexual items 

 I am a mother and I feel like that was the most realistic expo in the world 

 Very powerful exhibition. Beautifully represents breastfeeding 

 Amazing work and amazing work getting everything together. Love everyone’s thoughtful 

reflections 

 Amazing art expo! Normalizing breastfeed… yahoo  

 Beautiful and important topic. Thank you! 

 Re: Herculean Ordeal: As a lactation consultant one of the hardest things to do was tell a woman 

who had worked so hard that she probably would not be able to completely feed her baby. I salute 

those who tried so hard 

 I also salute those who tried so hard 

 



GALLERY VERTIGO (Vernon) 
 Very educational and very non-judgemental which is great to create an environment and provide 

knowledge about struggles and the successes of breastfeeding!! 

 Great! I enjoyed it very much 

 Beautiful expo! I hope it will empower the women and promote health. This is a truly amazing 

project  

 Spectacular! Should be shown on CBC, CTV – Reported in all big newspapers for the world 

 Love the new Vertigo space 

 Very eye opening! Each breastfeeding experience is so special, different and unique! 

 Beautiful and powerful! Thank you for putting together this show! 

 AMAZING!!!! 

 Thank you for displaying the beauty behind the art of breastfeeding! 

 Natures gratifying way of supporting mums 

 Lovely expo! Thank you for supporting us breastfeeding moms! 

 Respectful representation of a natural function 

 Congrats to the artists and community in the support of breastfeeding 

 Awesome! 

 Amazing concept and artwork!! 

 Beautiful and thought provoking 

 I like the exploration of the topic – thank you! 

 
Comments from Guest Book: 
 Lovely show 

 Wonderful 

 Great art 

 Excellent art show! 

 Lovely show 

 Fantastic exhibition  

 I’m so impressed. Loved the quilted ones with photos. 

 Very well presented. 

 A variety of artwork as varied as the mothers they are representing. Well done! 

 Thanks! Beautiful and thought-provoking 

 Love the display – several excellent pieces. Favorite piece ‘Rhapsody in Blue’ 

 Amazing Exhibit! Very Life Affirming!  

 Thank you  from the bottom of my heart for reminding humanity about the primary purpose of 
the breast vs. its prominence as an object of sexuality in our culture. 

 Very lovely and diverse pieces promoting breastfed babes. 

 Wonderful to see the many pieces! 

 Fantastic Show!! 

 Awesome Night – 

 Awesome! 

 Amazing   

 Show looks great! 

 Nice, thanks. 
 

  

 



 ENOW’KIN CENTRE (Penticton Indian Band) 
 It takes a community to support breastfeeding. Thank you! 

 I love the pictures  

 Blood memory and connection of the heart through sacred touch. Mama/baby 

 Ԑwamqwəmt iɁ skwύlmp!   ᷃StȧɁqwālqs nSat kasiԉύwt  

 Beautiful – happy tears 

 Some amazing photos + artwork. Syruwmpt iɁ tk2Ϯmilxw2ly. naɁϮ iɁ uxwtilat2lx!  - sƙaɁnilx                

 Society sexualizes the breast so much it makes people question the innocence of breastfeeding. 

Personally I support breastfeeding 

 Pure empowerment + beauty 

 This gallery is just beautyboob! Well done! 

 Very boobyful – Amazing! 

 limləmt iɁ sckwulmp iɁ snqaɁmiltms   SɁimlaɁxw 

 Thank you for honouring breastfeeding!! It’s an amazing gallery, full of love  

 Breastfeeding my baby is the best decision I’ve ever taken 

 Xvast, iɁ sƙwanilx  

 Great exhibition, great concept, impressive realization! 

 

 
  



VISAC GALLERY (Trail) 
 If you don’t like it, look away but never shame a person for breastfeeding (in public) anywhere! 

 Remove the TABOO!  

 Boobs are the best! 

 Whoa. Boobs 

 Surprising 

 ʘʘ 

 Amazing to see such a diverse collection from a variety of places  

 Amazing! Beautiful! 

 Love it!  

 Spread acceptance  

 Amazing, well done! 

 Wow! 

 I love boobies! 

 Love what we can do  

 Absolute beauty in its natural form #normalizebreastfeeding 

 Moving show. Such wonderful stories about an important topic. Thank you 

Comments from Guest Book: 
 Beautiful! 

 An amazing variety of excellent works. Thought provoking. 

 Wonderful – 

 Amazing  

 So happy it’s HERE 

 Wonderful 

 Fascinating 

  

 Beautiful and inspiring! 

 So Beautiful! Thank you! 

 Love it! It’s Natural Normal Beauty. 

 I love what art can do 

 Impressive, hope lots of people come to see the breastfeeding exhibit  

 I left the gallery feeling grounded and hopeful, proud and grateful to all those artists and mothers 

in our world. Thank you. 

 Amazing 

 Beautiful – A few I would like to buy 

 Beautiful pieces – thank you for sharing! 

 Lovely! 

 A beautiful and unique display of ideas and art to an important societal conversation of 

breastfeeding. 

 Beautiful pieces – truly inspired 

 This EXHIBIT is a START! 

 Fabulous presentation 

 Fantastic artwork! 



 Wonderful expression of breastfeeding images! 

 I love the flowing water.  Some informative and some simply beautiful  

 Exceptional show. Great that it came here. 

 Beautiful exhibit! Love the Community Art Projects. Glad I could see this. Thank you! 

 

 
  



STATION HOUSE GALLERY (Williams Lake) 
 Awesome! 

 Love the art  Waiting for the training 

 So great! Inspirational! 

 So beautiful. I really love the plaster casts. So interesting and beautiful.  

 Amazing! 

 Beautiful art. Very pretty to look at. Absolutely wonderful. 

 Exquisite art for an exquisite action 

 Thank you! 

 Powerful 

 Beautiful!!! Thank you  

 I love the variety of work and artists! Very beautiful and inspiring 

 Advocate 

 Beautiful 

 Beautiful   

 Magnifique Merci!  

 My son who still breast feeds morning and night at 2 yrs was overcome with wanting at this exhibit! 

Beautiful. Powerful – Thank you 

 Amazing works of art! Very beautiful & passionate work. 

Comments from Guest Book: 

 Vibrant Expo. Well done. Thank you. 

 Beautiful 

 Very touching and intimate. Well done 

 Amazing Work 

 *Always my favorite stop in W.L.! 

 Powerful 

 Love it 

 I would love to purchase prints (art cards) of some of the works! 

 Loved it! Retired LLLeader 

 Love it! 

 Beautiful work 

 Beautiful Art in an amazing Building  

 Beautiful gallery space! 

 Awesome turn out! 

 Lovely show ~ thanks to all ~ 

 Beautiful 

 Wonderful show – thanks so much! 

 Great Show thanks! 

 Wonderful 

 Thank you for your art 

 Beautiful! 

 Fantastic 



 Nice! 

 Wonderful! 

 Wow! 

 So inspirational and thought provoking! 

 Unique! 

 Brava!  Spectacular   

 Magnifique Merci  

 The biggest gift a mother can give to her child. Beautiful exposition 

 The most important is the child. It is so important to give your baby so much love. 

 Gorgeous 

 Beautiful  

 Wonderful celebration of this topic! 

 Lovely display 

 Thank you. Truly beautiful show 

  

 

 

 



MASTERMIND STUDIOS (Kamloops) 
 Amazing 

 Cheesecake was the bomb!  

 Wonderful Thank you! 

 Thank you for all of these beautiful tributes to breastfeeding  

 Thank you. Amazing! So much to learn – A Wonderful project. Thank you Mastermind Studio and 

curator Karen. KSA 

 I loved breastfeeding. Your exhibit brought me back to the beautiful experience 

 picture of breasts with heart nipples’ 

 Inspiring & empowering 

 Incredible display of artistic views on the beauty of breastfeeding  

 As a breastfeeding mother, I now have a deeper appreciation for breastfeeding and the overall 

topic. I hope to be a good advocate from now on. Thank you for this exhibit & to the artists. 

 A beautiful concept and amazing display  

 Beautiful 

 
 

 

 

 


